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We’ve been bringing environments to life for over
a decade and we’re incredibly proud of the impact
we’ve created industry-wide across backlighting,
signage, linear, lightboxes and other categories.

MOVING LIGHT FORWARD

The Importance of
Lighting Design in
Retail Stores
The age where interior design and lighting were
separate components of a design is a matter of
the past. Business competition has intensified,
with brands competing for consumer attention by
targeting all the senses of the consumer.
Of all our senses, lighting has a direct influence on
moods, with 80% of sensory information coming
from our eyes. From a retail perspective, lighting
highlights architectural elements, product qualities
and creates virtual spaces. This affects how we feel
in a space, our opinion of a product, and ultimately,
our decision to purchase or not.

“In the right light, at the right time, everything is extraordinary.”
—Aaron Rose, photographer

The Importance Of Lighting Design In Retail
Stores
While lighting may be an afterthought for many
retailers who are just starting out, retail lighting
goes much further than just creating simple
ambiance. The function of lighting in a retail format
can potentially have a extremely rich impact on your
customer experience. Studies conducted have gone
so far as to suggest that retail lighting design can
influence a window shopper into becoming a loyal
customer.
Research has shown that well planned lighting can
affect cognitive purchase behaviour. As such, it
makes sense for retailers to understand the kind of

lighting best suited to showcase their product lines.
New technologies, such as LEDs, now allow lighting
to be fully incorporated into any architectural
elements thereby opening up lighting opportunities
exponentially.

Brand Strategy
Modern lighting options can help augment and
amplify a brand strategy, providing an additional
communication medium. For example, in retail
cosmetic companies, most high-end products
are placed on illuminated shelves to highlight and
contour the packaged product. By highlighting
certain products it allows the customer to pick out
select merchandise from background noise(other
products). Further, architectural elements like
accent lighting on lower shelves work to catch the
eye of casual shoppers.
Dramatic lighting can make particular products look
attractive which draws consumers one step closer
to buying your product. Retailers are successfully
deploying lighting as a part of brand strategy
because the lighting systems, offered through
manufacturers like Omnify, are of a superior quality
encompassing lighting consistency, both in terms
of strict adherence to specifications and also from
store-to-store.

Buying Behaviour
A study carried out by the Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm, placed subjects in
differently lit shopping environments. The aim was
to assess the impact of lighting variation on the
buying behaviour of customers. They tracked the
eye movements of each subject as they walked
through a virtual store and determined whether
different lighting situations made consumers look
at merchandise differently.
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The results of the study were astonishing…
One would think of lighting up a store as intensely
as possible to emphasize the merchandise.
Interestingly, brighter lights affect the buying
decision of the consumers in specific contexts. From
an ecological perspective, using the lowest amount
of energy for maximum impact is critical (at Omnify,
we pride ourselves on providing energy-efficient
solutions). Also, putting products under direct heavy
lighting doesn’t always serve an aesthetic. The
key is to have a customized lighting solution that
matches the brand aesthetic through contrasting
light systems by using a mixture of textured lighting
areas throughout the store. Contrasting light not
only highlights certain dimensions of a product
but it also helps move customers along the buyer
journey.
It is clear that lighting impacts every aspect of
the retail experience, from brand and product
perception to consumer engagement. We need to
consider lighting throughout the design process,
and understand the impact that lighting can have
on overall design.
In order to make sure that your customers get
the most out of their retail experience, collaborate
with Omnify Lighting, which has over 10 years of
experience in creating custom lighting solutions for
global retail brands. When it comes to aligning your
brand identity with customer experience, Omnify’s
made-to-measure strategic lighting solutions will
communicate the uniqueness of your retail space
and ensure that your brands are always in the best
light.

BRANDS WE’VE LIT
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BEACON LETTERS

FEATURED SIGNAGE
PRODUCTS
In the mix of brand noise and product clutter,
we ensure that your signage
stands out with best-in-class retail products.

LUMISHEET

LUMICURTAIN
LUMILITE
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

COVERGIRL
JOB: TIMES SQUARE, NYC
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CUSTOM SHAPE LED LIGHT PANEL
USED TO ILLUMINATE 6’ TALL
WORDMARK
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LG
JOB: TRADESHOW SIGNAGE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LUMISHEET USED TO BACKLIGHT
LOGO AND WORDMARK

LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL
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BEACON LETTERS
3D FROSTED CHANNEL LETTERS

SAMSUNG
JOB: SHOP-IN-SHOP SIGNAGE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• 3D FROSTED CHANNEL LETTERS
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LUMICURTAIN
CUTTABLE LED LATTICE

AMAZON
JOB: BUILDNG FACADE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LIGHTWEIGHT LED LATTICE USED
TO BACKLIGHT STORE FACADE
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LUMILITE

FEATURED BACKLIGHTING
PRODUCTS
Illuminating surfaces such as walls, floors
and ceilings, our backlighting products
provide visually smooth, uniform light
across large and small surfaces.

LUMICURTAIN

LUMISHEET
LUMIFLEX
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NBC TOWER
JOB: COMMERCIAL
DECOR
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LED LATTICE USED
TO BACKLIGHT
OFFICE CEILING

LUMICURTAIN
CUTTABLE LED LATTICE
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

TUMI
JOB: IN-STORE DECOR
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CCT LED LIGHT PANEL
USED TO BACKLIGHT INSTORE FEATURE WALLS
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

SEPHORA
JOB: IN-STORE DISPLAY
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CUSTOM CUT LED LIGHT PANEL
USED TO SIDELIGHT END CAP
• LED STRIP USED TO LIGHT
ACRYLIC SHELVES
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

DIOR
JOB: HYDRALIFE DISPLAY
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CUSTOM SHAPE LED LIGHT PANEL
USED TO BACKLIGHT IN-STORE
COSMETIC DISPLAY
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

CUSTOM DECOR
JOB: CEILING DECOR
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CUSTOM CUT LED LIGHT
PANEL USED TO BACKLIGHT
STRETCHED VINYL GRAPHICS
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

LANCOME
JOB: PRODUCT DISPLAY
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LED LIGHT PANEL USED TO
BACKLIGHT COSMETIC PRODUCT
ASSORTMENT
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HARRY ROSEN
JOB: STORE FACADE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LED PANEL USED TO BACKLIGHT
STREET-FACING STORE FACADE

LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL
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LUMICURTAIN
CUTTABLE LED LATTICE

NYC RESTAURANT
JOB: INDOOR WALL DECOR
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LED LATTICE USED TO BACKLIGHT
WALL IN RESTAURANT
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VERIZON
JOB: ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• CUSTOM SHAPE LED LIGHT PANEL
USED IN COMBINATION TO FORM
COMPLEX SHAPE

LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL
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LUMILITE
ULTRATHIN LED LIGHT PANEL

AMERICAN EAGLE
JOB: ILLUMINATED CHANGEROOMS
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• SUPERTHIN LIGHTWEIGHT 2
MM LED LIGHT PANEL USED TO
BACKLIGHT GRAPHIC ON COVERED
WALLS AND DOORS
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LUMIFLEX
MOST FLEXIBLE LIGHT PANEL

WELLS FARGO
JOB: ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• FLEXIBLE 2 MM LED LIGHT
PANEL USED IN HANGING
ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURES IN
BANK BRANCH
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CUSTOM DECOR
JOB: ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LIGHTWEIGHT LED LATTICE
USED TO BACKLIGHT
ARTIFICIAL FIREPLACE
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LUMICURTAIN
CUTTABLE LED LATTICE

LUMILITE
ULTRATHIN LED LIGHT PANEL

NOVOTEL
JOB: ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LIGHTWEIGHT 2 MM LED LIGHT
PANEL USED IN MAKING FOCAL
ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURES IN
HOTEL BAR
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MICHAEL KORS
JOB: STOREFRONT FACADE
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LIGHTWEIGHT LED LATTICE USED
TO BACKLIGHT STORE FACADE

LUMILITE
ULTRATHIN LED LIGHT PANEL
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FEATURED LIGHTBOX
PRODUCTS
The latest visual display trend is big, bold graphics that
capture a viewer’s attention. Our lightboxes are well-suited
for large format backlit displays for maximum visual
impact across a variety of locations.

FOCUS FABRIC LIGHTBOX

ACCENT CURVED CORNER LIGHTBOX

ENGAGE ULTRASLIM FABRIC LIGHTBOX
ACCENT CURVED CORNER LIGHTBOX
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Why lightboxes add
value to environments
In today’s world retailers are aware that adding
backlit signage lightboxes tends to add an inviting
dimension to a retail store’s ambience, but having an
intentional strategy about how to deploy lightboxes
and fabric backlit graphics will actually benefit your
overall bottom line.
While there are several ways to use lighting
techniques to boost retail sales, it’s important to
remind ourselves of some of the reasons when and
why you’d want to use LED lightboxes instead of
less impactful, non-backlit signs.

Maximum Visual Impact
Let’s face it, your brand message is always in
constant competition with so many things trying to
capture your audience’s attention – conversation,
friends, even phones! And that’s not even including
advertising noise from competing brands. In the
cluttered retail space, lightboxes are one way to
stand out.
Place yourself in the shoes of a busy commuter,
walker or shopper. Aren’t they more likely to notice
a backlit message as opposed to one that isn’t
illuminated? Having said that, maybe don’t light up
every single message across the store—lighting
plays a huge role in what your shopper will focus
on—because when everything is important, nothing
gets importance. Use light judiciously and smartly, to
have your shoppers looking at your most important
branding messages and saying, “That’s lit!”

Increased Product Resonance
Arguably, the right amount of light in a retail format
can make almost anything pop. The beauty, colour,
scheme, detail, quality of your product will shine
through a lot more with correctly backlit signage.
The right amount of light and shadow highlights
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texture and works to solicit emotion from the viewer.
Plus, using lightboxes to illuminate your message
guarantees consistent visibility. This makes it a lot
easier for customers to see and to engage with the
product.
Using quality fabric lightboxes like Engage Ultra
Slim instead of staid posters makes your product
seem more vibrant and realistic because you can
control the lighting environment exactly. That’s
the reason you’d notice a lit up movie poster on
display at a bus stop and remember it more than
the exact same poster in a newspaper or on a flyer.
Ever wondered why, sometimes, products don’t look
quite as good in real life as they do on a hoarding
or advertisement? It’s all in the presentation, and a
major component of that is great lighting.

Improved Surrounding Illumination
Backlit messages also offer more—well, light!
Several retailers have begun to consider the light
that is provided in the overall environment, and
often reconsider their existing commercial lighting
fixtures in entirety and end up replacing them with
lightboxes.
Oftentimes, if done accurately, lightboxes can solve
two problems–highlighting key brand and product
messaging and increasing(or augmenting) available
store lighting. One great example of this is retail
stores in malls, that use lightboxes both as a means
of advertising and as a source of illumination. At
Omnify Lighting, not only do our LED lightboxes
specify the total light output but we can customize
the solution to fit your needs, and make the light as
bright or as muted as you would need.

Deeper Customer Connection
Darkness usually has negative connotations,
and the converse is also true. Light brings with it
feelings of sunshine, happiness, brightness, and
general positivity. And when someone feels happier,
the chances are higher that they’ll want to agree
with you and take the plunge towards your product
or experience.
Light brings vitality and energy, a dynamic that non
backlit messages just cannot offer. This energy
transfers to the customers and audience. They
engage. They believe. They follow. And this ability
to activate emotional triggers in consumers is what
your brand needs.
In summary, retailers who are looking to plan a new
retail store or remodel existing stores now even
more reasons to consider backlit lightboxes.

With new advancements in technology at Omnify
Lighting, lightboxes no longer have to be thicker;
they come with all the benefits of existing lightboxes
and are more design friendly. New profiles allow for
maximum light output in fabric frames as low as ⅝”
thick.
Both, hot and dark spots are a thing of the past
when the appropriate light engine is applied. Our
Panels and Curtain products can guarantee even
light distribution across the whole message.
At Omnify, we offer the highest quality of fully
customizable lightboxes to match your design
for any retail format and would be happy to help
you plan out lighting strategy for backlit signage
objectives.

LUMICURTAIN
CUTTABLE LED LATTICE

PATTISON
JOB: ROY THOMSON HALL, TORONTO
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• 3 INCH LIGHTBOX USED TO FRAME GRAPHIC
• LED LATTICE USED TO BACKLIGHT GRAPHIC
• PRINTING ON OMNIFY SPECIFIED FABRIC IS
TEXTURALUX
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ENGAGE ULTRASLIM
ULTRA SLIM FABRIC LIGHTBOX

SANDRO
JOB: SANDRO/MAJE SPECIFICATION
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• FRAME USED IS ULTRATHIN 1 INCH
LIGHTBOX
• SUPERTHIN 2 MM LED LIGHT PANEL
USED TO BACKLIGHT GRAPHIC
• FRAME COATING USED IS CUSTOM GOLD
POWDERCOAT
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LUMISHEET
EMBEDDED LED LIGHT PANEL

BOBBI BROWN
JOB: IN-STORE BRANDING
FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• LUMISHEET USED TO BACKLIGHT LOGO
• LUMISHEET USED FOR ILLUMINATED WALL
• LUMISHEET USED FOR LIGHTBOX
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CHANEL
JOB: CHANEL GLOBAL SPECIFICATION
CLIENT: CHANEL
APPLICATIONS:
• SPECIFIED 1” LIGHTBOX
• SPECIFIED LED LIGHT PANEL
• SPECIFIC PRINTING AND FABRIC

ENGAGE ULTRASLIM
ULTRA SLIM FABRIC LIGHTBOX
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OMNISTICK MINI FROST

FEATURED LINEAR
PRODUCTS
The perfect way to highlight certain elements
across physical spaces, accent or linear lighting
provides visual separation and sets the ambience
for layouts in an affordable way.

OMNISTICK CORNER

OMNISTICK WIDE
OMNISTICK
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IMAX
JOB: COUNTER SIGNAGE
CLIENT: IMAX
APPLICATIONS:
• OMNIVIEW PLUS USED TO
BACKLIGHT BRAND WORDMARK

OMNIVIEW
TIGHT PITCH LED LIGHT STRIP
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OMNISTICK MINI FROST
SUPER SLIM LIGHT BAR WITH DIFFUSION

SKINCEUTICALS
JOB: PRODUCT DISPLAY
CLIENT: SKINCEUTICALS
APPLICATIONS:
• OMNISTICK MINI FROST IS USED
TO LIGHT PRODUCT SHELVES
WITH DIFFUSED LIGHTING
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MAC
JOB: IN-STORE ARCHITECTURAL
LIGHTING
CLIENT: MAC
APPLICATIONS:
• OMNIVIEW PLUS USED TO
BACKLIGHT BRAND WORDMARK

OMNISTICK WIDE
WIDE, HIGH-DENSITY LED LIGHT BAR
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